[The rate of cerebral energy metabolism: possibilities of its assessment by the electrophysiologic method].
The application of DC-potential method for estimation of the rate of human brain energy metabolism opens new vistas for the development of theoretical and applied aspects of neurophysiology. Theoretically, the close connection of information and energy processes of the brain is essential for gaining an insight into the brain energy-formation unit. In applied physiology, estimation of brain energy metabolism by the DC potential method is useful for studying the relationship of brain energy and memory processes during learning, for estimating the training in sportsmen, for predicting longevity in the elderly. The method reveals stress-induced changes in interhemispheric relationships. In medicine the method may be used to study the pathogenesis of primarily the diseases associated with impaired cerebral circulation and cerebral atrophic processes. Moreover, of particular diagnostic and prognostic value are these methods for drug addicts, as well as for monitoring suggestive therapeutical effects in the treatment of neuroses.